DAVOS KLOSTERS – A HIKERS WONDERLAND
A 700 km long hiking network invites to explore the wonderful mountain world of Davos Klosters. From leisurely
panoramic paths to high alpine trails, everyone – from stroller to experienced hiker – will find suitable paths and
trails.
Mighty mountain ranges with peaks over 3,000 metres high line the landscape around Davos and Klosters. Wide highaltitude trails offering breathtaking views lead along these mountain flanks from one Alp to the next, where rustic
restaurants with sunny terraces invite for a leisurely rest.
In Davos, the 9-Alpen-Tour is particularly noteworthy, leading from the scenic high-altitude trail on Parsenn over the
«Zauberberg′s» Schatzalp or the art-historically interesting Stafelalp to the Bärentaler Alp, where bears lived more than
150 years ago. The round trip from Klosters village to Schlappiner Joch and back to Klosters village is also well worth
exploring. It offers a varied nature experience with high alpine pastures and huts, rushing torrents, traditional mountain
houses and dense pinewoods.
Marvellous Side Valleys
Easy trails lead through the three wonderful side valleys Flüela, Dischma and Sertig, which are hourly accessible by post
bus from Davos. Old Walser paths via secluded passes connect the three valleys. A must-do is the hike to the Jöriseen
- also for the less experienced and families with older children. From Davos Platz the post bus takes you to the stop at
Wägerhuus in the Flüela Valley from where you walk to the Winterlücke and on through a spectacular alpine landscape to
the uniquely situated mountain lakes. This day hike can be continued to the Berghaus Vereina and from there to Klosters.
The RhB train is a convenient way of returning to Davos.
On Smuggling Paths across the Border
Along old smugglers′ paths, a hiking trail leads from the Madrisa over the border separating Switzerland and Austria.
Starting and finishing points are the mountain stations of the Madrisabahn and the Schafbergbahn Gargellen. There are
nine smugglers′ hiding places along the route to be found. The two-day search with GPS can be booked as a package deal
with the two mountain transport companies. schmugglertour.com
High-altitude Euphoria for Summiteers
The Flüela Pass area offers spectacular hiking trails to the Flüela Schwarzhorn, the highest point in the Davos region
(3146 m above sea level), to Piz Grialetsch (2542 m above sea level) or Piz Sarsura (3174 m above sea level). The Silvretta Hut at 2341 m above sea level was built in 1865 as Switzerland′s third SAC Hut. It is starting point for a multitude of
high mountain tours. The «Blue Silvretta» in the three-country corner of Tyrol, Vorarlberg and Graubünden is one of the
pioneering areas of alpinism. sac-davos.ch / sac-praettigau.ch
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Exciting Hiking Experiences
Various theme and nature trails are available for families, culture and nature lovers. Two special attractions are
mentioned here:
„GWunderwald Davos“: With its length of 13 km it is one of the largest nature trails in Switzerland. The centre of the trail
is the idyllic Heidboden near Frauenkirch. This recreational forest planted with larches can be reached on eight different
and combinable sub-paths. Along the trails there are about 30 activity posts where Squirrel Koni sets tasks and explains
nature, forestry, mountain and agriculture to young and old in a playful way or answers questions about water, hunting
and avalanches. gwunderwald.ch
Gadenwäg Klosters: Along the hiking trail from Monbiel to Russna, five converted stables - «Gaden» - present both interesting and educational facts about alpine agriculture and the mountain farmers of Klosters: be it the world of agricultural sounds, the different animal breeds on the Alps, the symbiosis of agriculture and tourism or regional arts and crafts.
klosters-pur.ch
Other Educational and Theme Trails
Davos: Alpinum Schatzalp, Landscape Path Davos, Cultural History Trail, Thomas Mann Trail, Sculpture Trail Davos
Frauenkirch, Stone Nature Trail Zügenschlucht, Mobility Trail Zügenschlucht, Sculpture Trail Wiesen, Walsers’ Trail
Klosters: Experience Trail Klosters, Energy Trace Path Madrisa, Glacier Nature Trail Silvretta, High-Alpine Herb Garden
Madrisa, Dwarf Path.
Nordic Walking
The Nordic Walking technique is similar to cross-country skiing and is easy to learn. Nordic Walking is suitable for
young and young at heart active people who want to complete a healthy full-body workout. It is easy on the joints and
stimulates the blood circulation in a healthy way. There are three signposted circuits in Davos and three in Klosters.
Nordic walking lessons are offered throughout the summer.
Facts & Figures
Hiking Trails
700 km, well marked and maintained, seven Geocachings
SAC-Huts
Kesch Hut (2625 m ü. M.), Grialetsch Hut (2542 m ü. M), Silvretta Hut (2341 m ü. M.), Ela Hut (2252 m ü. M.),
Fergen Hut (2141 m ü. M.), Seetal Hut (2065 m ü. M.)
High Peaks
Flüela Schwarzhorn (3146 m ü. M.), Flüela Wisshorn (3085 m ü.M.), Piz Grialetsch (2542 m ü. M.) or
Piz Sarsura (3174 m ü. M.), Piz Ela (3339 m ü. M.), Tinzenhorn (3173 m ü. M).
Davos Klosters Inclusive: Free Mountain Transportation and more
Guests who stay at least one night in commercially run accommodation (hotels, holiday apartments, group lodging)
receive a Davos Klosters Card. This special Guest Card entitles the holder to free daytime travel on all of the Destination’s
operating mountain transport facilities as well as other free or reduced-price services and holiday offers.
Detailed information
about hiking in Davos Klosters is available in the Hiking Overview: davos.ch/sommer/aktivitaeten/wandern

Destination Davos Klosters
Davos Klosters is one of the most famous holiday resorts in the world and boasts the most comprehensive holiday,
sports and meeting facilities in the mountains. Although the contrast between urban Davos and idyllic Klosters
could not be greater, both villages, which lie only ten minutes drive from each other, have one thing in common:
their fascinating and breathtaking mountain backdrop.
www.davos.ch | www.klosters.ch
Further information
Basic articles, facts and figures as well as background information can be obtained in our Media Corner.
News can be found on our news page or on our social media channels – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
or YouTube.
Photos
You can download print-quality images for editorial use directly from our website:
Image database Davos Klosters.
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